
Assigning an expert strengthens the bond – Partnerships between 
German municipalities and municipalities in the global South are 
important for global development as set out in the UN’s 2030 
Agenda for Sustainable Development. There are already over 400 
such municipal partnerships putting cooperation between local 
governments into practice. Why not take advantage of the opportu-
nities our programme offers and promote your partnership using a 
municipal expert. 

As a rule, experts can be assigned locally for two years – to one 
or more municipalities or to a local government association. In 
selecting experts for the role, we take into account the specific 
technical needs of the existing partnership. And while the expert is 
on secondment, we provide support in the form of activities such as 
networking events and exchanges.

Fresh inspiration for your 
municipal partnership
Experts Fund for Municipal Partnerships Worldwide (Experts for Partners)
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A well-planned assignment
You submit a declaration of interest to us jointly with your part-
ner municipality. In dialogue with us, you define what expertise 
the expert should bring, as well as the tasks and goals you want 
them to pursue. We will support you in the search for a suitable 
expert for the work of your partnership and assist with the 
formalities.

The programme offers three different expert models:

 ,  Integrated experts are European experts who work in key 

positions in municipalities in the global South and cover both 

technical and strategic issues. They receive a local employ-

ment contract from the municipality and a local salary, which 

is topped up by us to a level in keeping with the European 

labour market. The Centre for International Migration and 

Development (CIM) assists with recruitment.

 , Development advisors are European experts who provide 

technical and methodological advice to a municipality in the 

global South and support its organisational development and 

networks. They work in the municipality but receive their 

service contract and remuneration through the Deutsche 

Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH.

 , Local experts come from the partner country. They receive a 

local employment contract from the municipality itself, the 

financing of which is covered by us.

It may not be possible to apply all three expert models to every 
country. The choice of model depends on different underlying 
conditions. We will be happy to advise you on this.

Secondment with principles
The principles of the 2030 Agenda are the key to successful 
municipal development cooperation. In particular, Experts for 
Partners helps you to implement three of them in your partner-
ship:

 , make project work transparent;

 , ensure the work of the partnership is cross-departmental and 

cross-institutional;

 ,  give special consideration to women and other disadvan-

taged groups in project planning and implementation.

What experts can deliver
 , Experts improve municipal 

services and responsive local 
government 

 , They develop concrete solutions 
to current challenges such as 
climate change, inclusive urban 
development, sustainable devel-
opment and waste management

 , They expand cooperation be-
tween partner municipalities

 , They successfully implement 
joint initiatives

 , They involve new participants 
in the partnership – from local 
government, civil society and the 
private sector, for example – and 
promote interdepartmental 
cooperation.
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Jakarta – Indonesia’s capital 
is a smart city
Kariem El-Ali develops innovative digital solutions

Jakarta is a megacity of over ten million people. The inhabitants demand clean air, reliable 
waste collection and a smooth-running road traffic system. So Jakarta’s provincial administra-
tion is successfully transforming the capital into a smart city under the slogan: ‘Government 
that listens. Technologies that connect. Citizens that participate.’ And it’s working. Every day, 
for example, the local government receives around 1,400 messages via a mobile app with 
feedback on public services. 

Useful links

City partnership between Berlin and Jakarta:    
https://www.berlin.de/rbmskzl/politik/internationales/staedtepartnerschaften/jakarta/artikel.9940.php

Basic information on Jakarta Smart City:   
https://www.aboutsmartcities.com/jakarta-smart-city 

Interview with Kariem El-Ali:  
https://skew.engagement-global.de/im-fokus-detail/jakarta-smart-city-innovative-digitalloesungen-fuer-
eine-nachhaltige-stadtentwicklung.html

In 2019, Kariem El-Ali was assigned by Experts for Partners from Berlin 
to the partner city of Jakarta. Since then, he has been working with the 
city’s government on digital solutions for Jakarta Smart City. He is also 
taking to the next level the administration’s innovation strategy as part 
of the EU-funded Smart Change project, strengthening international 
networks and building a sustainable support system for start-ups.

Kariem El-Ali has already given support to the municipality by organising many mul-
ti-stakeholder workshops and networking meetings. At one event, for example, the city 
authorities presented the latest data on air pollution, which unfortunately improved 
little during the COVID-19 pandemic. So participants discussed how to change this 
using smart transport solutions.

Big data analytics are already a reality in Jakarta. Incoming complaints about a missed 
refuse collection were logged and plotted on a map showing the routes taken by refuse 
collection vehicles. This enabled the routing and scheduling of waste collections to 
be improved. The number of complaints decreased. In traffic management, data on 
traffic complaints were linked to the GPS systems used on public buses. This gave new 
insights into the locations of bottlenecks and permitted routes and journey times to be 
adapted accordingly.

“We use local expertise in Jakarta 
when it is available. But we 
also consider the Berlin angle 
whenever it makes sense.”

Kariem El-Ali

”It takes a variety of 
actors to find truly inno-
vative solutions. That’s 
why in October 2022 
an innovation centre 
will open in the centre 
of Jakarta, creating a 
central hub for smart city 
development and for the 
innovators involved.“

Kariem El-Ali

Picture above right 
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https://www.berlin.de/rbmskzl/politik/internationales/ staedtepartnerschaften/jakarta/artikel.9940.php
https://skew.engagement-global.de/videoblog-berlin-treptow-koepenick-und-eskisehir-tepebasi.html
https://www.aboutsmartcities.com/jakarta-smart-city 
https://skew.engagement-global.de/im-fokus-detail/jakarta-smart-city-innovative-digitalloesungen-fuer-eine-nachhaltige-stadtentwicklung.html
https://skew.engagement-global.de/im-fokus-detail/jakarta-smart-city-innovative-digitalloesungen-fuer-eine-nachhaltige-stadtentwicklung.html
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Visit your partner municipality 

We can finance visits for administrative staff from a municipality to the respec-
tive partner municipality in the form of short-term secondments. This offer 
applies only to municipal staff and is tied to the objectives of an ongoing expert 
assignment. Funding for these visits is intended to stimulate and strengthen 
commitment in the municipalities, support networking among stakeholders 
and promote inter-municipal dialogue.

We will be happy to provide individual advice

The Experts Fund for Municipal Partnerships Worldwide 
is a cooperation programme implemented by Engage-
ment Global through its Service Agency Communities 
in One World (SKEW) and the Deutsche Gesellschaft für 
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH on behalf 
of the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (BMZ).

Brigitte Link

ENGAGEMENT GLOBAL gGMBH

Service Agency Communities in One World (SKEW)

Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 40 ∙ 53113 Bonn

FKPW@engagement-global.de
Tel.: +49 228 20717-2342

Friederike Burkert

Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale  

Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH

Friedrich-Ebert-Allee 32 ∙ 53113 Bonn

friederike.burkert@giz.de

Tel.: +49 228 4460-3948

Your contacts:
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https://skew.engagement-global.de/fachkraefte-weltweit.html


